
My name is Leon Nellissen and I am President of the Slopes Community.  I am here representing 
the 125 households of the community of the slopes.  I would like to show you the issues we 

have with the filling in of wet lands one.
This is a General view of were the Slopes Community is located in S.W. Calgary.  We are on the 
west side of Calgary. To the north are the communities of Anitapi and Post hill.   To the east is 

Spring Bank Hill.



SHOWN IN THIS TRIANGLE ARE WET LANDS ONE, TWO AND THREE.   Wet land one has been filled in after the stay on the 18 of August
This was done without application and approval from the AEAB.  This filling in was completely and totally unnecessary because

imposed the road alignment over on top wet land one is outside road alignment.



This slide shows the impact of a major rain storm in the Slopes and the devastating effects 
even on Swales with installed arresters to slow down the speed of the water in the swale. 



The next two slides show the velocity of the water that will find its way into 
the wet lands below the Slopes Community.



This is the second slide showing you what happens in the Slopes Community on a 
regular basis and why we need the wet lands below.   The Slopes community has no 

storm water system hence the we lands are essential to our community.



This plan shows the 53 swales located between 125 lots in the Slopes 
Community since we do not have any storm sewer lines.

Hence the wet lands below are not just a natural basin but essential.



General drain patterns into the wet lands below the Slopes community 
from  various elevations



8Source: http://www.capf.ca/pdfs/Wetlands%20in%20Alberta.pdf

In a letter from Randy Poon (Previous Acting Director of  the AEB) to Diane Stinson 
dated August 10, 2017 the Director states, “The 24 wetlands within this application 
are both isolated wetland basins and hydrologically connected” 

Hydrologically Connected



As I indicated previously, this slide is of the wet lands below the 
Slopes Community and shows wet land one, two and three.  I imposed 

the new highway on this slide and it shows that the filling in of wet land 
one was totally and completely unnecessary and more important was 

not applied for and not proved. The filling in toke place after the stay on 
the 18 of Aug. 2017.  There was no reason to fill in wet lands one!  This is 

gross negligence and has to be undone!


